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Studies of transfer student success abound in higher education, yet few studies examine

the role that academic libraries play in students’ transitions. This study explores the

academic library services offered to transfer students in Colorado through a survey of

librarians. What are barriers to offering these services? How do library professionals

perceive instruction and outreach to transfer students? Results show differences between

attitudes and practice, even within the same institution, and suggest opportunities for

future collaboration among two-year and four-year academic libraries in Colorado. The

article discusses these findings in the context of findings from New York and Ohio

studies, suggesting that academic libraries need greater awareness of, and services for,

transfer students.

Transfer students face individual challenges related to retention and persistence that are not

always well understood or well supported by institutions of higher education. Although

certain needs extend across populations to all students, transfer students have distinctive

needs that, when not met, could become challenges to their successful transition to a new

educational setting. Transfer students may be more likely to come from underrepresented

backgrounds, be older, have full-time or part-time jobs, support dependents, be financially

independent, and so on, and these demographic characteristics may impact their transition

to their new institution.1 If colleges and universities are not prepared to meet the needs of

students who are outside the “traditional” college student profile, then transfer students may

experience obstacles at their new institution.

It is common for students to transfer from one institution to another or even among several

institutions. Peter and Cataldi found that 59 percent of students graduating in the 1999/2000

cohort of the Baccalaureate and Beyond Longitudinal Study from the National Center for
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Education Statistics (NCES) attended more than one institution, and 24 percent attended

three or more institutions.2 More recently, an NCES report identified 35 percent of first-time

students in the 2004/2009 Beginning Postsecondary Students Longitudinal Study transferred

at least once within six years of starting college, with most students moving from two-year to

four-year institutions.3 Predictions from NCES indicate that transfer student populations will

continue to increase in coming years.4 Given these increases, academic libraries on both

two-year and four-year campuses have a responsibility to discover how they can support

transfer students and contribute to their academic and social engagement. This

responsibility aligns with librarianship’s shared professional values of access to education

and information, especially in light of educational equity issues for community college

students, transfer students, and students from diverse backgrounds.5

The current paper focuses on instruction and outreach services to transfer students that may

contribute to students’ academic and social engagement. The authors include the results of

the Colorado Academic Library Transfer Survey (CALTS). The survey evaluated three main

areas: instruction and outreach services to transfer students; barriers to providing these

services; and library professionals’ perceptions of transfer student needs. This paper informs

scholarship, practice, and policy by:

contributing foundational research for the state of Colorado, which has not had a large-

scale transfer study in academic libraries before;

1. 

creating new survey questions regarding academic library outreach, an important

category of library service to capture when meeting transfer student needs;

2. 

adding definitions to information literacy activities to increase specificity of responses;3. 

updating the language around instructional activities with current focus on information

literacy instead of bibliographic instruction;

4. 

collecting and analyzing qualitative data from survey respondents that helps shed light

on perceptions and barriers of library professionals’ practices;

5. 

contacting more than one person at large libraries to help understand nuances of

different library professionals’ attitudes and perspectives.

6. 

It can be difficult for educators and library employees to distinguish transfer students from

traditional, first-time college students and for academic libraries to construct services and

programs that meet the needs of transfer students. The role of the academic library in the

lives of college students should not be underestimated. Research suggests a positive
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relationship between academic libraries and student success.6

The largest barrier to engaging transfer students may be related to the difficulty of definitions

and availability of data for this population. Collecting data about transfer students is

challenging due to disparate definitions between institutions and lack of data that would

allow for granular evaluation of the broader transfer student population. Townsend

recommends developing better statewide data sets, which would track students’ movement

across two- and four-year, public and private institutions.7 Finding national-level data

estimating information about transfer students is particularly difficult. For instance, it is

challenging to determine how many different institutions students have attended and to track

movement between four-year to two-year institutions, which Peter and Cataldi found to be

common among a quarter of the total transfer student population in their study.8 Collecting

transfer rates depends on the definition of “transfer student” that is used in the study, how

the rate is calculated, and over what time period transfer student data is collected.9 Many

NCES measures, such as graduation rates, focus on first-time college students, which may

be an indicator of past stigma against transfer students as “dropouts,” from a time when data

was aggregated for all students who left an institution instead of documenting students who

went on to transfer and complete a degree elsewhere.10 In fact, the American Association of

Community Colleges advocates for more nuanced factors than graduation rates (such as

transfer rates and part-time student rates) to be included when comparing institutions.11

NCES began collecting and reporting additional information for transfer-in students,

including part-time students, with the 2017–2018 academic year. NCES will also collect

information on full-year cohorts instead of fall census date cohorts (more accurate for two-

year institutions), and completion statistics longer than six years to better track student

completion pathways.12

Transfer students face challenges that are well documented in the literature. Much of the

early literature on transfer student retention and persistence focused on past predictive

factors (race, socioeconomic status, geography) and placed greater emphasis on individual

characteristics than on exploring institutional obstacles that impact student retention.13

These early works frequently had a deficit perspective with a tendency to view individuals

who did not “fit” with the college experience as outliers, rather than questioning whether

college systems were constructed to include increasingly diverse student bodies.14 The

complexity of defining the transfer student population may also be a challenge to identifying

best practices for working with transfer students, since no single profile can describe all

transfer students’ needs. Yet, academic and social engagement are strong predictive factors
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in transfer students’ retention and persistence at the receiving campus.15 Recent research

highlights institutional areas where changes to programming or administrative processes can

increase students’ academic and social engagement.

Various studies have reported that transfer students may be ill-prepared academically to

transfer from community colleges.16 Transfer shock, a decrease in GPA upon completion of

the first semester of classes after enrolling at a new institution, is a well-documented

phenomenon, though not fully understood.17 Cutright points to a need for more research in

understanding why transfer shock occurs. Cutright poses two possible scenarios,

questioning whether transfer shock is inherent to student ability or if it is attributed to the

quality of transitional support provided by the institution.18 Current research advocates

moving from a simplistic understanding of transfer shock that focuses on the dip in grade

point average to a more nuanced understanding of the environment and processes that

impact transfer students’ adjustment.19 There is also evidence of a racial transfer gap for

historically underrepresented minority students, which reinforces the need for additional

support for transfer students from underrepresented backgrounds.20 Additionally, financial

aid affects transfer student success and interacts with demographic factors. In a study of

their institution, McGuire and Belcheir estimated (based on financial aid records) that 60

percent of transfer students were first-generation college students from low-income

backgrounds.21 To be clear, a community college background should not necessarily be

seen as a risk factor in itself. After reviewing the records of nearly 70,000 students, Auluck

and West found few differences in persistence and performance between community college

and four-year institution transfers, and students entering as freshmen.22 Hagedorn, Cypers,

and Lester concluded, “endeavors to assist students to be more engaged in college life and

to enjoy their experiences may be positive” but “hollow if not accompanied by intensive

academic support and consistent advising services.”23

Information gathered through Association of College and Research Library’s Assessment in

Action project suggests correlations between academic libraries and student success and

retention.24 One of the key findings from the program states, “Academic library partnerships

with other campus units, such as the writing center, academic enrichment, and speech lab,

yield positive benefits for students (e.g., higher grades, academic confidence, and

retention).”25 Oliveira found positive correlations between student retention and academic

success in three areas: library instruction, library spaces, and use of materials.26 Staines

found little literature on community college transfer students and their information literacy

skills, while Philips and Atwood found little literature discussing the role academic libraries
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could play in supporting transfer students in general.27 Philips and Atwood posit that

academic libraries do not offer services, especially library instruction sessions, specifically

for transfer students because they are not recognized as having distinct needs.28 Academic

libraries can do much to understand and accommodate the individual needs of the

increasing transfer student population.

The available literature on transfer student needs and academic libraries focuses on library

instruction, which plays an important role in developing information literacy and critical

thinking skills. Research confirms that teaching transferable skills in library instruction

sessions at community colleges is important, yet Cox and Johnson and Staines have found

that transfer students do not necessarily receive library instruction at their previous

institutions.29 Even when transfer students do receive library instruction at former

institutions, they may have trouble applying the skills in their new institution, especially for

upper-level research assignments. Many academic libraries do not offer specific library

instruction for transfer students once they arrive at a new institution.30 If transfer students

have already taken a lower division writing class at a previous institution (which is often a

first exposure to library instruction), they may miss an introduction to the library altogether.31

Several scholars have found that first-year students may experience confusion, fear, and

feelings of inadequacy or being overwhelmed by their academic library.32 Considering the

diverse experiences of transfer students, they may especially feel overwhelmed by the

complex nature of a new (perhaps larger) academic library and the new institution as a

whole.33 In fact, community college librarians report former students who have since

enrolled at four-year institutions returning to the comfort and familiarity of their community

college library instead of using the academic library at their new institution.34 Library

instruction may also be one way of lessening library anxiety for students.35 Research on

library anxiety provides guidance for proactive instruction and outreach to transfer students

as they transition to a new institution.36

Research indicates a need for increased dialogue among institutions and provides a

rationale for a more systematic approach to transfer student library instruction. For example,

Tag conducted a survey of incoming transfer students at three transition fairs to gather

information about students’ research abilities and discover what students were most

interested in learning about their new academic library.37 The results led to several

productive changes and recommendations, such as connecting students with subject

specialists early on and representing transfer student interests on campus committees.38

Philips and Atwood surveyed 72 academic libraries in Ohio to gain an understanding of

instructional efforts specifically targeting transfer students across the state. Despite the

overwhelming majority of respondents who “indicated that information literacy was integral to

their library’s mission and perceived it to be an effective way to teach students how to use
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library resources and services,” only 13 percent of survey respondents reported a “need for

transfer-specific instruction.”39 Philips and Atwood concluded that concern for the transfer

student population was minimal compared to the concern for traditional first-year students.40

They discovered that, although “respondents agreed that both two-year and four-year

institutions share responsibility to teach information literacy skills that contribute to transfer

students’ academic success, many stated that they have not done so.”41

There are opportunities for two-year and four-year schools to better communicate and

collaborate around the needs of transfer students. McCallister, Gregor, and Joyner found

little communication on information literacy teaching between two and four-year

institutions.42 Staines advocates cooperative arrangements between community colleges

and local academic libraries, including the opportunity for transfer students to take field trips

to prospective institutions’ libraries.43 Staines also found that library professionals make

assumptions about student needs and the content covered by other institutions’ instruction

programs instead of communicating between institutions about student needs and

instruction programs. This results in a gap between assumed and actual skills, which

ultimately disadvantages the student.44

Some academic libraries have explored interventions to meet transfer students’ needs.

Philips and Atwood created a full-day conversation with librarians from across the OhioLINK

consortium to explore a library instruction program specifically for transfer students.45 These

researchers recognized that OhioLINK was positioned to standardize information literacy

instruction programs for transfer students and could provide a foundation for students to

effectively transfer information literacy skills across institutions.46 Although core electronic

resources were available throughout the state, library instruction sessions promoting these

resources could vary greatly depending on the institution and the library instructor.

In terms of specific actions, the literature suggests that libraries can provide orientation or

instruction sessions aimed at transfer students, credit classes for transfer students taught by

librarians or in partnership with librarians, and workshops to educate library personnel on

transfer student needs.47 Administrative support to engage in partnerships with other units

on campus, such as student affairs or advising offices, has also been shown to be helpful.48

Some institutions discuss the use of techniques they employ with traditional first-year

students that can be adapted for transfer students. For example, peer interactions and word-

of-mouth were found to be more effective at reaching students than other marketing

channels at Oakland University.49 Also at Oakland, transfer students who have adjusted to

their new institution serve as peer library advocates, similar to orientation group leaders

serving in this role for incoming freshmen.50 Though additional case studies and support are

needed, collaboration is thought to lead to partnerships, enhanced communication, and
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increased knowledge of resources at different institutions, which in turn could help students

transfer skills acquired at one institution to their next. In summary, research indicates that

libraries can help students transitioning to a new institution. However, it is not well

understood how widely the research recommendations have been adopted into practice or

what challenges may be preventing their adoption. This article provides a picture of transfer

student instruction and outreach activities across the state of Colorado.

This study addressed the following research questions:

What instruction and outreach services do academic libraries provide to transfer

students in two- and four-year institutions in Colorado?

1. 

What is the perceived need to engage with transfer students as a distinct population in

two- and four-year institutions in Colorado?

2. 

The authors developed a survey based on Phillips and Atwood’s survey to Ohio libraries,

which was derived from Staines’ survey in New York state.51 This article builds on prior

survey research from New York and Ohio through generalization, where similar procedures

are repeated in a new geographic location some years after the earlier studies.52 Such

replication is valuable in showing whether trends hold across geographic areas and after the

passage of time. The New York and Ohio surveys are the only published examples of

surveys regarding academic libraries and transfer students at a statewide level. These

publications are credible and significant contributions to the existing literature. Thus, the

authors chose to adapt the prior surveys for the Colorado context.

The majority of Colorado community colleges are part of the Colorado Community College

System, though they function individually and there are a few public two-year institutions that

are outside this system. Some community colleges now offer advanced degrees in addition

to associates degrees and certificate programs. Many Colorado community colleges have a

solo librarian or very small academic library staff. Budgets and facilities vary based on their

institution’s priorities. Colorado’s public community college system is completely separate

from public colleges and universities. There are two distinct public four-year university

systems, University of Colorado and Colorado State University, as well as a number of

standalone public institutions, such as Colorado School of Mines and Western State

University. Private institutions in the state include vocational, seminary, two-year, and four-

year schools. These institutions vary widely in size, budget, and academic library facilities.
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In light of Colorado’s academic library context, question language was adapted to represent

changes in technology and terms used in the Colorado library community. For example,

Colorado does not have such a defined resource-sharing network as Ohio. Colorado

academic libraries have some commonly held databases through an optional consortium

package, but the state does not have as many formal structures to support collaboration

across academic libraries as other states. Specific instruction and outreach definitions were

added as well, derived from definitions created by University of Colorado Boulder’s

Instruction Working Group.53 In contrast to the five-point scales on the Staines survey and

the Phillips and Atwood survey, Likert questions on this version used a four-point scale. This

was an intentional choice intended to reduce “mid-point” responses and allow the authors to

more clearly observe distinctions in library professionals’ perceptions. The authors created

additional questions for this survey regarding library outreach activities for transfer students.

A panel of experts reviewed the survey and made recommendations. The final survey is in

appendix A.

The online survey was sent via email to 107 library professionals at 17 two-year, vocational,

and seminary institutions and 26 four-year institutions that had accepted or prepared transfer

students according to the Colorado Department of Higher Education Transfer (At Entry)

Summary FY 2014–2015.54 Institutions included both public and private colleges and one

federal academic library in Colorado. Where identifiable, the authors prioritized instruction

librarians in email invitations, followed by library directors, or library employees who

presumably regularly interact with students. If no one who met this description was available

the authors contacted any library representative or person responsible for the library at their

institution. At institutions with many instruction librarians, more than one library employee

was contacted. This was intended to better capture the range of perceptions and attitudes

that exist within institutions.

Because question wording from the Staines survey and the Phillips and Atwood survey was

modified and new questions were added, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated for each of the

four subscales on the survey, with results in table 1 showing strong internal consistency for

each subscale. For the quantitative responses, frequency charts and graphs were used for

descriptive statistics. Additional analysis was conducted using STATA 14 software, including

cross-tabulations and a chi square test for independence for all Likert questions. For the

survey’s two qualitative questions, the authors began by developing a core list of codes after

reviewing responses. The authors then conducted a round of coding individually and applied

the codes that seemed to be the best fit, making notes for additional codes and new or
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challenging interpretations of codes. The researchers discussed the codes as a group and

developed a revised list of codes. A final round of individual coding ensued, followed by a

last set of in-depth discussions until consensus on final codes was reached.

TABLE 1

Internal Consistency of Survey Subscales

Subscale Number of Items α

Information Literacy 4 0.79

Transfer Student Information Literacy* 4 0.71

Transferable Skills and Resources 6 0.84

Shared Responsibility 3 0.81

*When calculated with “Integrating library instruction for transfer students into my information literacy
sessions is difficult,” alpha is 0.61 and 0.2 average interim covariance. Due to concerns about question
wording, this question was removed from data analysis.

Quantitative Results

The Colorado Transfer Summary Report 2014–2015 lists 57 Colorado colleges or

universities that accepted or prepared transfer students in 2015.55 The authors contacted 43

of these institutions excluding institutions that had closed, were closing, or had not

transferred any students to a public four-year institution in 2015. Sixty library professionals

started the survey out of 107 contacted, resulting in 55 responses with enough completed

questions to be included in data analysis (a 51.4% response rate, representing 29 libraries

around the state). Table 2 details the institutions or individuals contacted and response

rates.

TABLE 2

Survey Respondents

Institutions Individuals

Contacted Responded Contacted Responded

Four-Year
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Public 13 10 52 30

Private 13 10 30 12

Two-Year/Vocational/Seminary

Public 14 8 21 12

Private 3 1 4 1

Total 43 29 107 55

Note: Librarians representing the tri-institution, joint-use Auraria Library were counted as representing one
institution. Colorado Department of Higher Education listings for private/public institutions were used where
discrepancies were found with participants’ self-reported institution types.

Institutional Questions

Some of the questions on the survey address institutional services and practices for transfer

students: questions 4–6, 12–16, and 19 (see appendix A). Regarding transfer student–

specific orientation (question 12), out of 20 four-year institutions, four libraries indicate that

they have a designated transfer student orientation and none of the two-year institutions

report transfer student orientations (shown in table 3). Yet, the authors find 9 four-year

institutions and 3 two-year institutions show discrepancies among responses from individual

librarians about whether their institution offered a transfer student–specific orientation. The

authors reviewed responses and institutional websites to try to consistently code conflicting

responses. Individual librarians at three institutions disagree about whether their institution

had a transfer student–specific orientation. Reviews of the websites for those three

institutions found they do offer a transfer student–specific orientation. Nine institutions

appear to have a general orientation for both transfer students and incoming freshmen,

although some of these institutions may offer transfer-specific sessions during an orientation

day.

TABLE 3

Responses to “Does your school have a designated transfer orientation?”

Yes No Unsure Discrepancy Number of Libraries

Two-Year 0 5 1 3 9

Four-Year 4 7 0 9 20

Out of 29 libraries, 55.6 percent of libraries at two-year institutions and 80 percent of those
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at four-year institutions indicate that they have a presence at their institution’s new student

orientation, which includes transfer students, but only 12.4 percent have a presence at

orientations meant specifically for transfer students. Few institutions, 2 two-year and 4 four-

year, report that they collaborate with other departments on campus to participate in transfer

student activities. Of 29 libraries, only one four-year institution reports offering transfer

students a welcome event specifically sponsored by the library. These responses indicate

that, while few libraries are providing transfer student–specific services, transfer students

may receive outreach through campus opportunities meant for the general student

population.

All 29 institutions indicate that they hold information literacy sessions at their institutions,

which may include transfer students in mixed classes. However, when asked about

information literacy activities for transfer students, only 2 four-year institutions report offering

sessions specifically for transfer students. None of the academic libraries at two-year

institutions indicate distinct library instruction for transfer students. When asked if they plan

to create information literacy classes or workshops for transfer students in the future

(question 19), responses from 11 of 29 institutions reveal discrepancies among colleagues

(see table 4). One four-year institution did indicate plans to create information literacy

classes for transfer students.

TABLE 4

Responses to “Is your library planning to create separate information literacy classes or
workshops for transfer students?”

Yes No Unsure Discrepancy Number of Libraries

Two-Year 0 6 1 2 9

Four-Year 1 8 1 9 20*

*One four-year library left this question blank.

Libraries engage with transfer students via other methods. Table 5 shows responses to

questions about types of general information literacy activities offered at each institution

compared with information literacy activities for transfer students, specifically. For example,

96.6 percent of 29 libraries provide individual appointments to all students, including transfer

students. Of the two institutions who report conducting information literacy activities

specifically for transfer students, individual appointments and orientations are the teaching

methods they both use (see table 5).
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TABLE 5

Information Literacy Activities Overall and for Transfer Students

Activity Information Literacy General
Activities

Transfer-Specific Student
Activities

Two-Year Four-Year Two-Year Four-Year

Individual Appointments 9 (100%) 19 (95%) 0 (0%) 2 (10%)

Research Guides 8 (89%) 18 (90%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Handouts 9 (100%) 13 (65%) 0 (0%) 1 (5%)

Screencast Videos 8 (89%) 15 (75%) 0 (0%) 1 (5%)

Interactive Online Tutorials 4 (44%) 5 (25%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Virtual Course Integrated
Instruction

2 (22%) 9 (45%) 0 (0%) 1 (5%)

Face-to-face Course Instruction 6 (67%) 19 (95%) 0 (0%) 1 (5%)

Embedded Course 3 (33%) 16 (80%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Librarian-led Credit Course 0 (0%) 4 (20%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Orientation 6 (67%) 18 (90%) 0 (0%) 2 (10%)

Library Tours 7 (78%) 13 (65%) 0 (0%) 1 (5%)

Workshop (not tied to a course) 4 (44%) 14 (70%) 0 (0%) 1 (5%)

Special Events Programming 5 (56%) 11 (55%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Assignment Consultations with
Faculty

6 (67%) 12 (60%) 0 (0%) 1 (5%)

None of the Above 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Other 0 (0%) 1 (5%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Total Libraries 9 20 0 2

Note: Counts show number of libraries that responded that they use these techniques. Percentages divided
by the total number of two-year or four-year libraries who responded. See appendix for full definitions of
each activity. Participants were asked to select all that applied.

Individual Questions
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Several questions on the survey ask about individual librarians’ perceptions and attitudes,

which offer insight into behavior and perceived barriers to working with transfer students at

different institutions. These are questions 7–11, 17, 18, 20, 21–25, and 26–32 in appendix A.

There is strong agreement between two- and four-year library professionals that information

literacy is integral to the library mission and is an effective use of budgetary resources and

staff time (96.3 percent agree or strongly agree out of 54 responses). Yet, according to the

survey responses, notable differences exist between general and transfer-specific library

instruction statistics and attitudes, which suggests that transfer students may be missing

academic library services.

The authors find disagreement among two- and four-year respondents over whether there is

a need for transfer student information literacy instruction, which may be due to different

levels of awareness about the size and needs of the transfer student population (see figures

1 and 2).

FIGURE 1

Responses to “The transfer student population is large enough at my institution to
necessitate information literacy classes to be held specifically for them.”

FIGURE 2

Responses to “There is a need for transfer student information literacy instruction.”
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The majority of four-year library professionals, 30 out of 36 (83.3%), agree that there is a

need for transfer student–specific instruction. Two-year library professionals are split on this

question, with 7 of 13 (53.8%) in agreement with the statement and 6 (46%) two-year

professionals in disagreement.

Marked variance occurs between four-year and two-year library professionals when

considering the needs of transfer students compared to freshmen at a particular institution.

Seventy-five percent (27 out of 36) of four-year library professionals agree that transfer

student needs differ from those that started at institutions as freshmen, while 72.7 percent (8

out of 11) of two-year library professionals disagree (see figure 3).

FIGURE 3

Responses to “Transfer student needs differ from the needs of students who started as
freshmen at my institution.”
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Chi square tests for independence for these questions indicate a significant difference in

opinion associated with library professionals at two-year and four-year institution types (see

table 6).

TABLE 6

Variables with Significant Relationships to Institution Type

Likert Statement Agree Disagree X2

(df=1)
P

Two-
year

Four-
year

Two-
year

Four-
year

There is a need for transfer student information literacy
instruction.

7 31 6 6 4.73 0.03

Transfer student needs differ from the needs of students
who started as freshmen at my institution.

3 28 8 9 8.69 0.003

Information literacy sessions routinely make students
aware that resources are available at other academic
libraries across the state (such as EBSCO databases).

12 31 0 11 3.95 0.047

Note: Due to response sizes, strongly agree/agree and strongly disagree/disagree responses were grouped
to allow for a 2x2 chi square test.

In terms of barriers to providing transfer student–specific library activities, table 7 indicates

the primary reasons reported, with these responses as the top three choices: “hadn’t

considered offering activities for transfer students,” “other,” and “limited staffing.” Yet, when
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asked whether they agree with the statement, “My library is adequately staffed to teach

information literacy skills to transfer students,” 49 respondents, 75 percent of four-year and

46.2 percent of two-year library professionals, perceive that they are adequately staffed to

teach information literacy skills to transfer students. Given the variation in size and budgets

at academic institutions across Colorado, it is not surprising that library professionals

perceive a range of barriers that may prevent their libraries from offering any transfer-

specific library activities.

TABLE 7

Responses to “Which limitations prevent you from offering activities specifically for
transfer students?”

Limitation Response Count Percent*

Hadn’t considered offering activities for transfer students 23 50.0%

Other 17 37.0%

Limited staffing 16 34.8%

Limited funding 7 15.2%

Not enough transfer students enrolled 6 13.0%

Transfer students are/perceived as already prepared 5 10.9%

Other groups have programming for transfer students 4 8.7%

Unsuccessful attempts in the past 2 4.4%

None of the above 0 0%

*Responses were “check all that apply.” Percentages were calculated by dividing response count by total
number of respondents (n=46).

Library professionals largely agree about the importance of transferable skills and the value

of shared library resources. All 49 respondents agree or strongly agree that students should

be able to transfer their library research skills from one academic library to another, while the

majority of respondents (77.55%) at two-year and four-year institutions agree that students

at their institutions routinely use resources found at academic libraries throughout the state

(see figure 4).

FIGURE 4
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Responses to “Information literacy sessions routinely make students aware that
resources are available at other academic libraries across the state (such as EBSCO
databases).”

Library professionals disagree, however, about whether or not academic libraries should

focus on teaching the wide array of library services and resources found across Colorado or

primarily those at their own institutions (see figure 5). Of the 49 responses, 23 agree that

their own library’s resources should be the focus of instruction, and 26 disagree, a nearly

even split (see figure 5). The results of this question vary significantly across library

professionals at different institution types from the chi square test for independence (see

table 6). In practice, however, 53 survey respondents (81.14%) strongly agree or agree that

their information literacy instruction routinely makes students aware of the resources

available at other academic libraries across the state. This widespread perception may be

due to the Colorado Library Consortium (CLiC) shared database packages, to which, in

Fiscal Year 2018, 18 two-year and 26 four-year libraries, as well as most public libraries,

subscribe (numbers provided by CLiC via email).

FIGURE 5

Responses to “Information literacy sessions should focus on teaching students about the
array of services and resources in my library, not about resources at other public or
academic libraries in the area.”
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There are positive signs that library professionals view future collaboration among Colorado

institutions as a way to address gaps in services to transfer students.

Survey respondents generally agree that cooperation among academic libraries is beneficial

to transfer students (45 of 47 participants agree or strongly agree) (see figure 6).

FIGURE 6

Responses to “Cooperation among academic libraries’ information literacy programs
helps transfer students succeed academically.”

When asked whether community colleges had the sole responsibility for teaching library

research skills to transfer students, 90 percent of all responses disagree with the
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statements, indicating that they believe the responsibility should be shared across institution

types (see figures 7 and 8).

FIGURE 7

Responses to “Community college libraries have the sole responsibility of teaching library
research skills to transfer students.”

FIGURE 8

Responses to “There is a shared responsibility among all academic libraries within
Colorado to teach library research skills to transfer students.”

Qualitative Results
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Two survey questions contain many qualitative comments from respondents. The first asks

“Which of these prevent you from offering activities specifically for transfer students?” and

allows respondents to check as many as nine options identifying barriers, including a “None

of the above” and an open-ended “other” option. There are seventeen responses for “other”

(22.7% of two-year respondents and 20.7% of four-year respondents) including qualitative

comments in response to this question. A concluding comments question asks, “Is there

anything you think we should know about transfer students and your library?” Again, there

are seventeen responses to this question: seven from two-year colleges and ten from four-

year settings.

From participant responses to the “other” and “barrier” questions, the following qualitative

research question emerged: “What are the perceived barriers to providing academic library

services to transfer students?” The authors assigned 31 codes to responses associated with

the “other” choice in the “barrier” question and 57 assigned to responses in the “concluding

comments,” summarized in table 8. The major themes represented in the codes are

challenges to engaging transfer students, population awareness, current outreach and

services, and librarian attitudes.

TABLE 8

Frequency of Coded Themes in Open-Ended Questions

Code Barrier

Comments

Concluding
Comments

Total
Frequency

Perception that transfer students are being reached
through subject specialist or in upper division classes

4 9 13

Transfer students are not distinguished from other
students in library instruction sessions

5 4 9

Unsure how to reach transfer student population for
targeted programs or services

5 2 7

Recognize there is a need for transfer activities 2 5 7

Transferable skills or resources 0 7 7

Hard to identify transfer students as a distinct population 3 3 6

Transfer students captured with all incoming or freshmen
students in first-year orientations, classes, or activities

4 1 5

For both questions, respondents report institutional barriers to engaging with transfer
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students including being unsure how to reach this population (n = 7) and the transfer

population itself being hard to identify as a distinct population (n = 6). More specifically,

respondents express the fact that transfer students are not readily identified in the context of

library instruction sessions (n = 9). One respondent comments that they are “[u]nsure how to

specifically target transfer students since our sessions are during class time and this

includes both transfer and non-transfer students.” Another respondent states that they “…do

not ask students if they will be transferring or not and the instruction is based on the skills

needed, not whether or not they are transferring… The training is the same for all and

considered life skills.” Other emerging themes that align with the options provided in the

barrier question are limited resources, with insufficient staffing experienced by four

respondents. Two other statements indicate that participants have other priorities more

important than offering services to transfer students as a specific population. For example,

one respondent reports a focus on concurrently enrolled students. Further investigation

should be conducted to better understand why other priorities may be more important for

these participants, especially if prioritizing other efforts or populations is a result of limited

staffing or funding. Another barrier that emerges in two responses is the perception that

previous standalone workshops and activities for transfer students did not meet expectations

in the past. The perception that outreach or instruction efforts are not successful may be

related to a need to prioritize and direct resources (staffing and funding) to other activities

that have proven successful over time.

Comments show variance in awareness of transfer student populations. Some respondents

recognize that they have many transfer students (three respondents from four-year settings

and one from a two-year setting), while two respondents (both from a four-year setting)

perceive very few transfer students at their institutions, and two respondents (both from four-

year settings) admit that they do not know the number of transfer students at their

institutions. As the quantitative findings above suggest, there is an opportunity to raise

awareness about the needs and numbers of transfer students served by Colorado academic

libraries.

Open-ended comments on outreach and services indicate areas for growth in engaging

transfer students. The code most frequently assigned suggests many respondents perceive

that transfer students are effectively being reached through subject specialists (n = 13) or

that they are reached with all incoming or freshman students in first-year orientation,

classes, or other activities (n = 5). There may be a disconnect between respondent

perceptions and how transfer students are actually engaged by library personnel. In their

written comments, respondents also report reaching transfer students through one-on-one

consultations (n = 3), a strategy commonly employed with students (54 of 55 respondents

report conducting individual appointments with students). In summary, there is an
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assumption that subject specialists, information literacy classes, and individual appointments

reach transfer students through the general student population without the need for targeted

outreach.

Open-ended comments also capture librarian attitudes and perceptions. Seven respondents

reference the importance of transferable skills across higher education and foundational

skills from high school. One of these respondents from a four-year library emphasizes the

similarities between resources at academic libraries. A two-year participant comments, “It’s

our belief that there should also be info lit instruction occurring at the high school level. It’s

shocking how little (or no) info lit skills are known by recent high school grads,” implying that

students lack these skills in their new higher education environment. Additionally, two

respondents report fostering positive relationships between libraries and transfer students,

seven respondents indicate that there is a recognized need for transfer student activities,

and one respondent specifically connects this need to the fact that students can transfer

skills between two- and four-year institutions. Relatedly, two respondents observe a gap in

services provided to transfer students. In both instances, respondents lament that transfer

students miss early library interventions associated with their traditional peers who may

experience information literacy sessions early in their college careers. These responses,

which reinforce library-sponsored activities for transfer students, are contradicted by the

respondents who perceive that transfer students should be treated the same as other

students (n = 3) and those who report that there is no need to target services to transfer

students (n = 3).

Limitations

The review of the literature indicated the complexity of defining transfer students. This

complexity was reflected in the findings from the CALTS survey. In an effort to capture a

variety of responses, the authors did not define the transfer student population at the

beginning of the survey. This may have resulted in a lack of participation from two-year

institutions when answering questions about services and instruction provided to transfer

students. For example, all 9 two-year academic libraries indicated that they did not teach

any information literacy classes specifically to transfer students. No community colleges

indicated that they were planning to host information literacy sessions for transfer students in

the future (six answered “no” and one answered “unsure,” and within two libraries, individual

librarians disagreed). If a definition had been provided, perhaps more two-year respondents

would have acknowledged a role in engaging with both transfer students entering their

institution and those preparing to transfer elsewhere. Additionally, the authors’ analysis of

survey responses indicated confusion between two potential types of orientations for transfer

students at community colleges: students transferring into a community college and

preparing students to transfer to a four-year institution.
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The authors discarded one item from analysis, “Integrating library instruction for transfer

students into my information literacy sessions is difficult,” due to concerns that the negative

wording confused respondents and contradicted other questions on the survey.

Although the authors distributed the survey across the state of Colorado, not all institutions

identified on the CDHE transfer report who received the survey responded.56 Additionally,

two vocational institutions were missed during the update from the 2014 to 2015 Colorado

Transfer (At Entry) Summary report and were not contacted.57 More four-year librarians (n =

42) responded to the survey than did librarians from two-year institutions (n = 13). Although

fewer librarians from community colleges responded, two-year institutions in Colorado have

smaller staff sizes. The responses gathered capture perspectives from 8 of 13 institutions of

community college libraries in Colorado.

Branching questions were an integral part of this survey design; thus, participants were not

necessarily shown all survey questions. Additionally, some questions allowed for multiple

answers, and respondents were not required to answer every question on the survey. As a

result, some questions had very small numbers of responses, and the authors were explicit

in communicating the total number of participants when discussing responses to each

question.

In comparing survey sampling, Phillips and Atwood sent their survey to one librarian at each

of the 72 OhioLINK institutions in their consortium.58 Staines conducted data analysis by

cross-tabulating library directors and instruction librarians to look for differing views (largely

finding agreement across job titles).59 A unique aspect of the present study is sending the

survey to more than one library employee identified as having job duties related to

information literacy or outreach at large institutions. The richness of multiple perspectives

from the same institution yields surprising results. Responses indicate confusion among

colleagues at the same institution about what is offered institutionally and within the library

for transfer students, specifically. Through data analysis, the authors identify institutional

discrepancies based on individual librarian responses to the questions “Does your school

have a designated transfer student orientation?” and “Is your library planning to create

separate information literacy classes or workshops for transfer students?” This analysis

indicates that library employees at the same college may not be aware of institutional or

library priorities, initiatives, and programs for transfer students. This suggests that increased

dialogue within as well as across institutions, and cross-functional training and awareness

should become a priority. This finding may help explain why changes in professional practice
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have been slow-moving over the past three decades of research on this topic.

Placing the present survey in the context of prior findings, Staines’ 1993 dissertation

research advocated, “development of library instruction programs for transfer students

needs to be created in light of trends in higher education that impact on the information

literacy movement.”60 Such a statement would not be out of place in today’s context, nearly

three decades later. Several findings from this study align with findings from Staines, as well

as Phillips and Atwood. New York and Colorado both indicate willingness to collaborate

among two-year and four-year librarians, a hopeful theme.61 Yet, as in New York and Ohio,

very few Colorado institutions currently teach information literacy classes, conduct outreach

activities specifically for transfer students, or report plans to create these classes in the

future.62 In 2010, Phillips and Atwood concluded, “despite the evidence in the literature, the

same program deficiencies have continued suggesting that the needs of this population are

not being addressed as a priority among Ohio academic libraries.”63 Nearly a decade later,

the authors of the present study are surprised to find that, for some questions, very little

differs between Ohio and Colorado libraries.

Comparison shows a curious pendulum swing in library employee perceptions over time.

Staines found that 89 percent of library employees answered “strongly agree or agree” when

asked if there was a need for transfer student information literacy instruction. Phillips and

Atwood found that no librarians replied “strongly agree,” and only 13 percent of library

professionals they surveyed responded “agree.” The present study finds that 81 percent of

library employees in Colorado report “strongly agree” or “agree.” Such shifts may indicate

fluctuations in awareness of transfer students and support for increased instruction and

outreach, though these positive perceptions are not currently demonstrated through

activities for transfer students across the state of Colorado.

In terms of barriers to activities for transfer students, 82 percent of New York library

employees listed funding and staffing to be barriers (reflecting a fiscal crisis within SUNY at

the time).64 In Ohio, 54 percent of respondents had no specific reason for the lack of transfer

student activities, though funding and staff issues (approximately 23%), and the perception

of few transfer students (approximately 12%) were listed as the second and third largest

barriers.65 This survey finds 50 percent of respondents have not considered offering

transfer-specific activities, with “other” concerns chosen by 37 percent and limited staffing

chosen by 34.8 percent. Such overlap among Ohio and Colorado library professionals

reflects the common challenges of many library organizations.

Staines found major differences between the information literacy teaching styles and

practices of two-year and four-year libraries, reflective of changes in technology at the time,
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as well as an emphasis on tool-based instruction (two-year libraries) compared to concept-

based instruction emphasizing critical thinking skills (four-year libraries).66 Staines used this

evidence to form an argument that library instruction for transfer students is especially

important if students from two-year institutions are learning a set of “short-term” or “basic”

information literacy skills compared to a perception of more adaptive skills taught to four-

year students.67 While the present study does not focus in depth on these pedagogical

differences, table 5 shows that, in Colorado, the types of information literacy activities

conducted differ across institution types. Such differences demonstrate differing priorities for

two-year and four-year libraries that may be challenging to transfer students who are

expected to have the same information literacy skills and knowledge as native students

when arriving at four-year institutions. This argument supports the need for cross-

institutional conversations that communicate expectations and transfer student–specific

library instruction that both recognizes transfer students’ prior library experiences and helps

to build on their knowledge for the expectations at their new institution.

The authors find evidence of short-term and year-long transfer support services across

various institutions in Colorado, such as peer mentor relationships, peer advisors, transfer

welcome weeks, transfer student organizations, and university and college advisors.68 In

another case, the authors note evidence of a bridge program, Bridges to Baccalaureate, a

program funded by the National Institute of Health for transfer students from Front Range

Community College to Colorado State University (CSU) that involves meetings with success

coaches, workshops, and visits to CSU labs.69 However, these initiatives are not often

sponsored by the library, nor are library personnel always aware of such programs.

By building on previous surveys of academic library employees in New York and Ohio, this

article demonstrates an ongoing trend across 30 years of librarianship: transfer students

have been and continue to be largely ignored as a distinct population by academic libraries.

This article confirms the widespread nature of this issue across the country by adding results

from a state in a new geographic region to existing literature.70 Additionally, this paper’s

analysis of multiple respondents from the same institution also demonstrates considerable

discrepancies among colleagues. These discrepancies highlight differences between actual

and perceived practices for transfer students, within their libraries as well as their

institutions.

Ultimately, both two-year and four-year librarians have opportunities to positively impact

transfer students’ experience, though they play different roles. Our results suggest that two-

year librarians may not always recognize the role they can play in preparing transfer
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students with transferable skills and resources. Additionally, while not discussed by survey

participants, two-year institutions in Colorado and throughout the United States do receive

transfer students, though not typically at the rates of four-year institutions. Thus, two-year

librarians are also on the receiving end for transfer students in addition to preparing students

for four-year settings. Within Colorado’s four-year institutions, there is a general assumption

that a subject-specialist librarian is meeting the needs of transfer students without specific

outreach or instruction to transfer students. This assumption stems from the fact that most

transfer students begin their four-year career by transferring into a specific major and degree

program. Addressing the specific needs of transfer students at four-year institutions, whether

within discipline-specific contexts or generally through transfer student activities, is a

worthwhile focus for four-year librarians. For both two-year and four-year libraries, cross-

institutional collaboration and strengthening of local networks may help ease transitions for

transfer students.

Additional research is needed to understand student perspectives and library professionals’

barriers. Since transfer student populations are often heterogeneous, more qualitative

studies with transfer students are needed to better understand the complex interactions

between transfer students’ academic and social engagement. Information needs to be

gathered generatively from students themselves, through both qualitative and quantitative

studies.71 As Cutright acknowledges, many existing studies include questions with

predetermined categories established by researchers instead of allowing students the

opportunity to provide their experiences for researchers to analyze and induce new

categories.72 Focus groups with academic librarians would provide deeper nuance for some

of the trends identified through the CALTS study, in particular offering a deeper

understanding of the barriers that prevent library professionals and academic libraries from

offering transfer student–specific services. In addition to understanding transfer students

better as a population, there is a need for library-specific studies that empirically test

interventions and show the impact of library instruction on transfer student outcomes.

I agree to participate.

Yes, I agreea. 

No, I don’t agreeb. 

Condition: No, I don’t agree Is Selected. Skip to: End of Survey.

1. 

With which higher education institution are you affiliated? Which best describes your2. 
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institution?

2-year institutiona. 

4-year public institutionb. 

4-year private institutionc. 

Please describe your current role in your library (choose only one):

Instruction Librariana. 

Outreach Librarianb. 

Public Services Librarianc. 

Library Administrationd. 

Other: ____________________e. 

3. 

These next few questions will ask about your library’s information literacy activities.

Does your library teach information literacy sessions? (For the purpose of our survey,

information literacy encompasses bibliographic instruction, library instruction, tours,

orientations, online instruction, and so on.)

Yesa. 

Nob. 

4. 

What types of information literacy activities or techniques best describe your library’s

teaching efforts? Please check all that apply.

Individual appointmentsa. 

Research guides (Web-based resources to which patrons can refer for research

help.)

b. 

Handoutsc. 

Screencast videos (Explanatory videos to which patrons can refer for their research

needs. These may highlight a resource, search technique, or more.)

d. 

Interactive online tutorials (Asynchronous, web-based interactive modules used to

engage students with research strategies, library resources, or more.)

e. 

Virtual course integrated instruction (One or more synchronous instruction sessions

taught through an online video conferencing platform and in coordination with a

specific course and associated students.)

f. 

5. 
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Face-to-face course-integrated instruction (One or more sessions held throughout

the semester in coordination with a specific course and tied to a specific task,

course assignment, course objective, or information literacy objective.)

g. 

Embedded course (Librarian is actively engaged in coplanning modules or sections

of the course related to research and/or information literacy concepts. The librarian

attends multiple sessions of the course, either in person or online. The librarian is

not officially a teacher of record for the course.)

h. 

Librarian-led credit course (Librarian is either the instructor or co-teacher of a

course.)

i. 

Orientation (Usually held at the beginning of a semester, an orientation is an

overview session for a department, specific group of students, or faculty that

provides a general introduction to services and collections but is not tied to a

specific course-related task or objective. Orientations may also include brief

introductions or tours of physical spaces.)

j. 

Library tours (Held at various times throughout the year, a librarian or library staff

member guides a group or individual through a specific library space highlighting

services and collections. Select this option only if no additional instruction, training,

or orientation occurred with the tour.)

k. 

Workshop (Not tied to a course. Held at various times throughout the semester, a

workshop is a narrowly focused session [or more than one] but is not tied to a

specific research task or course objective. Attendees may include a group of

students, faculty, or the general public, such as Citing Sources 101 Workshop.)

l. 

Special events programming (Programming could include brief presentations to

special populations and campus outreach programs.)

m. 

Assignment consultations with faculty (One-on-one consultations to plan course

content, especially relating to the library, with faculty members.)

n. 

None of the aboveo. 

Other: ____________________p. 

How many information literacy sessions were taught by your library in the 2015–2016

academic year?

0a. 

<25b. 

6. 
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25–50c. 

51–100d. 

10–150e. 

151–200f. 

201+g. 

Unsureh. 

Please rate the degree to which these statements describe
the teaching of information literacy at your library.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Information literacy is integral to your library’s mission.7. 

Information literacy is effective in teaching students how to
use library resources and services at your library.

8. 

Information literacy is an effective use of budgetary
resources and staff time at your library.

9. 

Information literacy sessions routinely make students
aware that resources are available at other academic
libraries across the state (such as EBSCO databases)

10. 

Integrating library instruction for transfer students into my
information literacy sessions is difficult

11. 

The next few questions will ask specifically about your library’s activities for transfer

students.

Does your school have a designated transfer student orientation?

Yesa. 

Nob. 

Unsurec. 

12. 

Does your library conduct outreach activities specifically for transfer students? (Please

check all that apply.)

Library has a presence at New Student Orientation (which includes transfer

students)

a. 

Library has a presence at specific student orientation for transfer studentsb. 

Library offers a welcome activity for transfer studentsc. 

13. 
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Library has a designated employee who liaises with transfer studentsd. 

Library collaborates with other departments on campus for transfer studentse. 

Other: ____________________f. 

None of theseg. 

Does your library teach information literacy sessions specifically for transfer students?

Yesa. 

Nob. 

14. 

How many information literacy sessions that are specifically targeted to transfer

students does your library teach? ______________________

15. 

What types of information literacy activities or techniques best describe your library’s

teaching efforts for TRANSFER students? Please check all that apply.

Individual appointmentsa. 

Research guides (Web-based resources to which patrons can refer for research

help.)

b. 

Handoutsc. 

Screencast videos (Explanatory videos to which patrons can refer for their research

needs. These may highlight a resource, search technique, or more.)

d. 

Interactive online tutorials (Asynchronous, web-based interactive modules used to

engage students with research strategies, library resources, or more.)

e. 

Virtual course-integrated instruction (One or more synchronous instruction sessions

taught through an online video conferencing platform and in coordination with a

specific course and associated students.)

f. 

Face-to-face course-integrated instruction (One or more sessions held throughout

the semester in coordination with a specific course and tied to a specific task,

course assignment, course objective, or information literacy objective.)

g. 

Embedded course (Librarian is actively engaged in coplanning modules or sections

of the course related to research and/or information literacy concepts. The librarian

attends multiple sessions of the course, either in person or online. The librarian is

not officially a teacher of record for the course.)

h. 

Librarian-led credit course (Librarian is either the instructor or co-teacher of a

course.)

i. 

16. 
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Orientation (Usually held at the beginning of a semester, an orientation is an

overview session for a department, specific group of students, or faculty that

provides a general introduction to services and collections but is not tied to a

specific course-related task or objective. Orientations may also include brief

introductions or tours of physical spaces.)

j. 

Library tours (Held at various times throughout the year, a librarian or library staff

member guides a group or individual through a specific library space highlighting

services and collections. Select this option only if no additional instruction, training,

or orientation occurred with the tour.)

k. 

Workshop (Not tied to a course. Held at various times throughout the semester, a

workshop is a narrowly focused session [or more than one] but is not tied to a

specific research task or course objective. Attendees may include a group of

students, faculty, or the general public, such as Citing Sources 101 Workshop.)

l. 

Special events programming (Programming could include brief presentations to

special populations and campus outreach programs.)

m. 

Assignment consultations with faculty (One-on-one consultations to plan course

content, especially relating to the library, with faculty members.)

n. 

None of the aboveo. 

Other: ____________________p. 

What limitations prevent you from expanding the activities you host specifically for

transfer students?

Limited staffinga. 

Limited fundingb. 

Not enough transfer students enrolledc. 

Unsuccessful attempts in the pastd. 

Transfer students are/perceived as already preparede. 

Other groups on campus have programming for transfer studentsf. 

Hadn’t considered offering more activities for transfer studentsg. 

None of the aboveh. 

Other: ____________________i. 

17. 

Past efforts to provide information literacy sessions for transfer students have been18. 
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successful.

Strongly agreea. 

Agreeb. 

Disagreec. 

Strongly disagreed. 

Is your library planning to create separate information literacy classes or workshops for

transfer students?

Yesa. 

Nob. 

Unsurec. 

19. 

Display This Question:

If Is your library planning to create separate information literacy classes or workshops for

transfer students?

Or Is your library planning to create separate information literacy classes or workshops for

transfer students?

Which of these prevent you from offering activities specifically for transfer students?

Please check all that apply.

Limited staffinga. 

Limited fundingb. 

Not enough transfer students enrolledc. 

Unsuccessful attempts in the pastd. 

Transfer students are/perceived as already preparede. 

Other groups on campus have programming for transfer studentsf. 

Hadn’t considered offering activities for transfer studentsg. 

None of the aboveh. 

Other: ____________________i. 

20. 

Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following:
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Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the
following:

Strongly
Agree

Agree Disagree Strongly
Disagree

The transfer student population at my institution is large
enough to necessitate information literacy classes to be
held specifically for them.

21. 

My library is adequately staffed to teach information
literacy skills to transfer students.

22. 

There is a need for transfer student information literacy
instruction.

23. 

Information literacy sessions should be scaffolded across
two-year and four-year institutions, moving from basic to
more advanced concepts.

24. 

Students should be able to transfer their library research
skills from one academic library to another.

25. 

Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the
following:

Strongly
Agree

Agree Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Students at my institution are routinely taught that many
library skills they acquire are transferable to other academic
libraries.

26. 

Transfer student needs differ from the needs of students
who started as freshmen at my institution.

27. 

Information literacy sessions should focus on teaching
students about the array of services and resources in my
library, not about resources at other public or academic
libraries in the area.

28. 

Students at my institution routinely use resources that can
be found at other academic libraries throughout the state
(such as EBSCO databases).

29. 

There is a shared responsibility among all academic
libraries within Colorado to teach library research skills to
transfer students.

30. 

Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the
following:

Strongly
Agree

Agree Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Community college libraries have the sole responsibility
of teaching library research skills to transfer students.

31. 

Cooperation among academic libraries’ information
literacy programs helps transfer students succeed
academically.

32. 

Is there anything you think we should know about transfer students and your library?

__________________________________________________________________________
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Please let us know if you would be interested in any of the following: Yes Maybe No

Would you be interested in working with other two-year and four-year academic
libraries in Colorado on programming for transfer students?

34. 

Are you willing to participate in future interviews about transfer students and your
academic library?

35. 

Would you like to receive the results of the research?36. 

Display This Question:

If Please let us know if you would be interested in any of the following: Would you be

interested in working with other two-year and four-year academic libraries in Colorado on

programming for transfer students?

Or Please let us know if you would be interested in any of the following: Would you be

interested in working with other two-year and four-year academic libraries in Colorado on

programming for transfer students?

Or Please let us know if you would be interested in any of the following: Are you willing to

participate in future interviews about transfer students and your academic library?

Or Please let us know if you would be interested in any of the following: Are you willing to

participate in future interviews about transfer students and your academic library?

Or Please let us know if you would be interested in any of the following: Would you like to

receive the results of the research?

Or Please let us know if you would be interested in any of the following: Would you like to

receive the results of the research?

Thanks for your interest in future follow-up! Please provide your email address:
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